
 OUR TECHNOLOGY PARTNER 
The resident safety and security solutions are provided by STANLEY Healthcare, the leading vendor of this technology worldwide. 
You can learn more about STANLEY Healthcare at www.stanleyhealthcare.com 
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Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia are 
part of aging that often cause understandable 
concern. Our community is committed to 
helping maximizing quality of life – without 
compromising safety – for individuals with 
dementia. 

Discreet protection 
Residents who are at risk of wandering wear a personalized 
wireless tag on the wrist. These tags are among the smallest in the 
industry. They offer a sleek, modern design and are very 
comfortable to wear.  

Each person’s WanderGuard BLUE tag communicates seamlessly 
with door controllers, which issue alerts as a resident approaches 
an exit. If a resident tries to leave, the system can also physically 
lock a door. When staff members accompany residents outside the 
monitored area, they can easily override the alarms and allow 
seamless movement through the community. 

Simple maintenance 
One of the best things about WanderGuard BLUE is the discreet 
design of its components. When visiting the community, you likely 
won’t notice the wrist tags residents are wearing or the door 
controllers and other components installed within our community. 
Everything operates wirelessly, so staff can even check the 
battery level on a wrist tag without disturbing the resident who is 
wearing it. 

Every resident deserves to enjoy mobility and dignity without the 
safety risks of wandering or elopement. WanderGuard BLUE is 
our trusted resource for delivering that experience for our 
residents with Alzheimer’s or other forms of dementia.

memory impairment enjoy freedom and mobility without the risk of 
wandering or elopement. 

We have designed our approach and selected our solution to give 
families assurance that their loved one can safely and securely take 
advantage of what our community offers. 

To meet that goal, we rely on STANLEY 
Healthcare’s WanderGuard BLUE solution. 
This innovative technology helps those with  


